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Guilt Is The Feeling That Makes You Human.
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The RPG in which you take control of a girl named Nawara, 5d3b920ae0
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I like this game soooo much,and is soo nice,the style of this game i love too much. Ok this is one of the first games that i've had
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to just put down, because I was floored by how bafflingly bad it is. This deepfriend cluster of an rpg maker asset flip has some
of the worst visual design i've ever seen. Every screen is a cluster of poorly made spritwork, that leaves one to imagine what
damned hellscape they've wandered. Now I saw that it says the creator has been working on this since they were ten, and that is
totally beliveable. This dialouge was written by an absolute cretin. Not only is the MC a smarmy , it reeks of the lackluster
storytelling that makes for the next indie hit since minecraft. You may have fixed the grammar, but you didn't fix the writing
Now even if a game has a shity story, it can be saved by gameplay. Not this trainwreck. The character moves at a pace best
described at the universal heat death. With the little direction the game gives you, finding your way around is like watching
turtles ing. Just because you pride the game on its "real or is it?" factor does not excuse dreadful level design and lack of
direction. In short, this is Undertale without the Heart, Soul, Passion, Determination, Talent, Maturity, or bare in essential ability
required to make a proper videogame.. A unique and original story. PROS Made by one person Unique story Unique art Cheap
game Kind of easy because of the amount of hp items that you can find There was a surprisingly a lot of art, like pictures that
you can find and look at CONS Not so great music but it was made by the same person who made the game so you cant get mad
at it HP items in end game are weird. You can buy 400 HP for 180g or Full HP for 200g????? Of course the full HP one is the
better option so why even include 400 HP in the shop in two areas of the game during end game??? The battle system isn't so
great, if you don't tap "Z" on the battle screen the enemy will get keep getting free hits. Auto fighting is not recommended
during the end game bosses. Doing math in a game, I just don't like doing math, especially not in a video game Puzzles that
require some thought, I know most are simple but I don't like it. Black screen, the screen will fade to black and wait there for a
couple of seconds during cutscenes, feels like wasted time. I dunno, I felt like overall the game has a charm to it and it was truly
original in it's story telling so I can't get mad it. I did however find that the end game making me really angry playing it lol.
There's a boss battle with cards in the bg and the music hurt my ears and the screen was shaking and I didn't like it then the
battle would be normal again. And, throughout this fight, the boss damage towards you is in basically hurting you for 100 hp.
When you're fighting, you cant auto fight because your character will try to use a gun or something and I swear I saw 0 damage
when using it so I didn't use it and you need to pay extremely close attention to your health or you'll go back to the title screen
and walk and rewatch stuff again. The end game boss battles are just frustrating because they hit you so much and your hits feel
like nothing because you're missing a lot. Getting like 2 hit's every full HP usage sucks because if you don't tap "Z" on the battle
screen the boss will keep hitting you and you'll lose the battle and you'll go to the title screen and have to do stuff and rewatch
everything. !?!!?! Even with the huge amount of full HP restorables, it just wasn't very fun. Now that it's all over, I feel better. I
can only say that the game is unique in it's story telling and it's different than other games out there and that's good. Play it for a
unique story.. I absolutely adore this game! I love the theme and style. It's unique and very interesting, which makes it fun to
play! I also love the humour used, I couldn't stop laughing at some points of the game. All I am going to say now is that I love
everything about this game, I can probably make a long list of reasons why. I recommended this game to some of my friends,
and hopefully they will take it into consideration! :^) I 100% recommend buying this game if you are atleast a little interested in
it.. i got lost in the purple garden.

Thank you + Coming updates this week : Thank you guys for critiquing it and helping me make this shit better xD 1- Lowered
health of a few bosses 2- all grammatical errors are gone 3- More dialogs to make the game more fluent and help the player to
understand the story with no problems 4- working on a better soundtrack ((Please be patient this will take a while As for the
conclusion. I want to thank you all for this, I havent really told this here yet. But thanks to you all I had the surgery I was talking
about. I traveled to my homeland to do it since it was cheaper and now I can see again! Thank you all for this precious gift it
changed my.life!!. important : Hello to everyone, the sale ends today, i put the game for a dollar after getting told its a little
expensive (which I dont think so at all) also the money goes to a surgery so you're all helping a lot, i hope you guys get all the
blessings because this is really kind of you all, but I also wanted everyone to have a chance with Illusion. Without feeling like its
too expensive My friend also suggested a shop for the game, do you think it's a good idea? This is why im posting this
announcement. To announce the end of the sale and maybe the opening of a shop!!! (T shirts, stickers. Stuff like that.) Thank
you guys thank you soooososo much Now I have a few questions to ask you.. Release : It will be today for people who live in
america at 6 PM, however to people who live in europe it will be here in 1 hour and 20 minutes (aka the next day, 10th May)
Also I apologize for the trading cards thing, Steam needs to collect some data to make sure I'm trustable enough to create some,
but don't worry guys, we will do it! Thank you all!. HEEECCC YEA : First of all I want to thank you all for taking interest in
my project and drawing AWWWWESSSOME FANART OF MY CHARACTERS! The game just needs to be playtested and it
IS GOING OUT IN MAY!!! And the price is 5 usd, please don't tell me it's too expensive. this game is 7 hours long ( well for
those who've never played it. ) But firstly I need to know how to build the game in the SDK.. Thank you for supporting my
project : i have tears to my eyes due to the positive responses ive received. I Cant believe it ive never felt so happy in my life.
This game took me 8 years to finish and Im so happy and flattered that you guys liked it, I want to thank you all who bought the
game and if you liked it please please please leave a positive review Thank you all so much it means a lot to me.. - : Hope you
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guys are having fun with the game, remember if you have any issues or if you get stuck somewhere, or found a bug (which I
hope you did not) you can always post a discussion topic!
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